
Taking part online  

We want everybody who would like to take part in Open House to have the opportunity to do so - 

which is why we are running a full suite of social media during the event. 

As long as your contributions are pertinent to the subject and don't fall foul of our rules (at the 

bottom of this document) we'll do our best to try to make sure they are included and - where we can 

- are relayed to the room itself. Please, though, bear in mind that we're a small team doing our best 

to help and sometimes what you say may fall through the cracks. 

Here's how you can take part... 

Twitter: #nhsopenhouse 

There’s already a conversation about the event going on using the hashtag #nhsopenhouse – and 

you can add your voice to that straight away and during the event. We’ll be projecting tweets on this 

hashtag into the auditorium and we know that lots of people at the event will be looking to use the 

hashtag themselves.  

Discussion forum (Disqus)  

You’ll also be able to ask questions and make your own suggestions about the event by adding 

comments to the discussion forum. This is a moderated space and you may have to wait for your 

comments to go live. You will need to log in, giving details of a social media account, to do this.  

Our rules  

 We’re only able to talk about the issues on the Open House agendas. Unfortunately, we 

can't engage on other subjects on the day so we're sorry if we can't respond or talk about 

them. 

 We are only a very small team so we might sometimes struggle to get back to you straight 

away – and things might occasionally go wrong. Please be patient, we’ll do our very best to 

help when we can. 

 If you are rude, if we think you’re not engaging productively with the people joining the 

conversation, or if you’re not talking about the subject matter on the agenda we reserve the 

right not to publish what you say and not to respond to you.  

 


